
Salem, OR: Roundtable Discussion and Participants' Favorite Suggestions

How would you go about changing, adjusting or redesigning your tech services workflow?  Who would you 
involve? What steps would you take? 

Top votes

Automate processes, involve systems people to help 10
Work closely with staff, articulating reasons for change, including citing data 10
Involve acquisitions in cataloging workflow 2
Involve vendors 1

How are changes in users’ behavior and their discovery tools affecting your cataloging practice? What are you 
doing, or doing differently, to respond to changes in user behavior?

Top votes

Patrons demanding more formats, especially e 5
Catalogers need voice, be involved in new tools in response to changes in user behavior 5
Patrons accessing material from outside catalog 4
Enhance contents notes 4
Respond to keyword demand with more and better subjects 2
Be aware of social discovery tools 1
Workload increasing due to increased diversity of formats 1

How have reduced budgets impacted your cataloging workflows? What creative strategies have you used to 
address reduced budgets?

Top votes

Increase the use of constant data, make new templates 9
Find more technologies to reduce labor, ie, barcode duplicators 7
Use volunteer or student labor 6
Increase customer service: more access points, notes, in response to public service need 4
Shifting processes in cataloging and acquisitions 1
Debate over which unit handles the items record 1
Use flags to indicate special processes 1
Solo catalogers have less workflow flexibility

What are some strategies you’ve used in promoting the value of technical services and/or cataloging? What has 
worked, and why?

Top votes

Present more to the library (outside tech services) 9
Be visible, both in making cataloging work visible, and be physically visible, too 8
Help public services staff, ie, help to make lists 6
Work reference 3
Make new books lists or shelves 1
Find an advocate in administration

What are the best ideas you heard here today, and how will you adapt them for your library  / your workflow? Top votes
Take advantage of value added services from vendors and OCLC
Reassess cataloging quality: effective and efficiency tradeoffs (with quality)
Reduce local practices that don’t serve wider (ie, go into master record)
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